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Fans of Rosen's children's books will enjoy the way these poems combine the
silly and the sinister to catch the surrealism of everyday life, somewhere between
Jacques Prévert, Ivor Cutler and Adrian Mitchell.
A riotous celebration of words – silly words, funny words, words you only use in
your own family, new words, old words, and the very best words in the right
order. Melon Melon squashy, melon sloshy. My friend Helen's eating melon. So
far, so good with Helen and her melon. But here's what I'm tellin' Helen: 'Don't
SIT on your melon, Helen!' Filled with colour illustrations and packed with silly
rhymes, witty wordplay and thought-provoking story poems, this collection will
delight children of all ages. Michael Rosen is the bestselling author of We're
Going on a Bear Hunt, along with many other picture books and collections of
poetry.
This book addresses a central theme in social and political theory: what is the
motivation behind the theory of ideology, and can such a theory be defended?
'I'm A-One. I'm big A-One. Let me tell you, A-One rules'. But without other people
to wind his key, A-One, big A-One, is a useless, no-good no-one Luckily, Maddy
and Sally and Sid find the perfect way to show the bully how much he really
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needs them.
"[A] glorious, glittery saga of friendship and loss... I read The Air You Breathe in
two nights. (One might say I inhaled it.)." --NPR "Echoes of Elena Ferrante
resound in this sumptuous saga."--O, The Oprah Magazine
"Enveloping...Peebles understands the shifting currents of female friendship, and
she writes so vividly about samba that you close the book certain its heroine's
voices must exist beyond the page." -People The story of an intense female
friendship fueled by affection, envy and pride--and each woman's fear that she
would be nothing without the other. Some friendships, like romance, have the
feeling of fate. Skinny, nine-year-old orphaned Dores is working in the kitchen of
a sugar plantation in 1930s Brazil when in walks a girl who changes everything.
Graça, the spoiled daughter of a wealthy sugar baron, is clever, well fed, pretty,
and thrillingly ill behaved. Born to wildly different worlds, Dores and Graça quickly
bond over shared mischief, and then, on a deeper level, over music. One has a
voice like a songbird; the other feels melodies in her soul and composes lyrics to
match. Music will become their shared passion, the source of their partnership
and their rivalry, and for each, the only way out of the life to which each was
born. But only one of the two is destined to be a star. Their intimate, volatile bond
will determine each of their fortunes--and haunt their memories. Traveling from
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Brazil's inland sugar plantations to the rowdy streets of Rio de Janeiro's famous
Lapa neighborhood, from Los Angeles during the Golden Age of Hollywood back
to the irresistible drumbeat of home, The Air You Breathe unfurls a moving
portrait of a lifelong friendship--its unparalleled rewards and lasting losses--and
considers what we owe to the relationships that shape our lives.
Christmas is coming, and what Leo wants more than anything in the world is a
pet hamster. And guess what? He gets one on Christmas morning! Leo names
his new pet Hampstead, after an autocorrect mistake on his wishlist. Everything
is great, that is until Leo realises that Hampstead is miserable. What can Leo do
to cheer Hampstead up?
Collects humorous poems on topics including school, family life, and growing up.
A group of undocumented children with letters for names, are stuck living in a refugee camp,
with stories to tell but no papers to prove them. As they try to forge a new family amongst
themselves, they also long to keep memories of their old identities alive. Will they be heard and
believed? And what will happen to them if they aren't? An astonishing piece of writing that will
enchant and intrigue children; perfectly pitched at a 9+ readership.
A national treasure's journey to the brink and back. 'Will I wake up?' 'There's a 50:50 chance.'
Michael Rosen wasn't feeling well. Soon he was struggling to breathe, and then he was
admitted to hospital, suffering from coronavirus as the nation teetered on the edge of a global
pandemic. What followed was months on the wards: six weeks in an induced coma, and many
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more weeks of rehab and recovery as the NHS saved Michael's life, and then got him back on
his feet. Throughout Michael's stay in intensive care, a notebook lay at the end of his bed,
where the nurses who cared for him wrote letters of hope and support. Embarking on the long
road to recovery, Michael was soon ready to start writing about his near-death experience.
Combining stunning new prose poems by one of Britain's best loved poets and the moving
coronavirus diaries of his nurses, doctors and wife Emma-Louise Williams, this is a beautiful
book about love, life and the NHS. Featuring original illustrations by Chris Riddell, each page
celebrates the power of community, the importance of kind gestures in dark times, and the
indomitable spirits of the people who keep us well.
Contains collections of poems, ballads, limericks, riddles in rhyme, nonsense verse, an index
of first lines and titles, and a subject index.
When I was a boy, I had a favourite treat. It was when my mum made . . . CHOCOLATE
CAKE! Ohhh! I LOVED chocolate cake. Fantastically funny and full of silly noises, this is
Michael Rosen's love letter to every child's favourite treat, chocolate cake. Brought to life as a
picture book for the first time with brilliant and characterful illustrations by Kevin Waldron.
A collection of humorous poems about family and a variety of daily experiences.
A fish that walks on land, a frog that makes its own sunscreen, and an insect that can become
invisible? These are just a few examples of how Earth's creatures have evolved some
outrageous features and tricks to ensure survival.
This collection gives sustained attention to the literary dimensions of children’s poetry from the
eighteenth century to the present. While reasserting the importance of well-known voices, such
as those of Isaac Watts, William Blake, Lewis Carroll, Christina Rossetti, A. A. Milne, and Carol
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Ann Duffy, the contributors also reflect on the aesthetic significance of landmark works by less
frequently celebrated figures such as Richard Johnson, Ann and Jane Taylor, Cecil Frances
Alexander and Michael Rosen. Scholarly treatment of children’s poetry has tended to focus on
its publication history rather than to explore what comprises – and why we delight in – its
idiosyncratic pleasures. And yet arguments about how and why poetic language might appeal
to the child are embroiled in the history of children’s poetry, whether in Isaac Watts
emphasising the didactic efficacy of “like sounds,” William Blake and the Taylor sisters
revelling in the beauty of semantic ambiguity, or the authors of nonsense verse jettisoning
sense to thrill their readers with the sheer music of poetry. Alive to the ways in which recent
debates both echo and repudiate those conducted in earlier periods, The Aesthetics of
Children’s Poetry investigates the stylistic and formal means through which children’s poetry,
in theory and in practice, negotiates the complicated demands we have made of it through the
ages.

When a body is found beneath a construction site near the Catskill Mountains,
New York City deputy chief medical examiner Jake Rosen is called to the scene,
where he meets his match: Philomena “Manny” Manfreda, a beautiful crusading
attorney. Together they stumble upon a decades-old mystery involving a longshuttered mental institution, shocking medical experiments, and a troubled love
affair.
The brilliant family memoir of the much-beloved poet and political campaigner In
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this hilarious, moving memoir, much-loved children’s poet and political
campaigner Michael Rosen recalls the first twenty-three years of his life. He was
born in the North London suburbs, and his parents, Harold and Connie, both
teachers, first met as teenage Communists in the Jewish East End of the 1930s.
The family home was filled with stories of relatives in London, the United States
and France and of those who had disappeared in Europe. Different from other
children, Rosen and his brother, Brian, grew up dreaming of a socialist revolution.
Party meetings were held in the front room. Summers were for communist
camping holidays. But it all changed after a trip to East Germany when, in 1957,
his parents decided to leave ‘the Party’. From that point, Michael followed his
own journey of radical self-discovery: running away to Aldermaston to march
against the bomb; writing and performing in experimental political theatre at
Oxford; getting arrested during the 1968 movements. The book ends with a letter
to his father, and the revelation of a heartbreaking family secret.
A beautiful, sensitive picture book about being able to say goodbye to thosewe
love, while holding them in memory."
Bilal is terrible at tests, but luckily he has a new friend: a talking bumble bee who
can help him answer all the questions. Even ones on a popular TV quiz show.
Bilal is terrified of The Test. He can't answer any of the questions! But then
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Bumble the bee comes along, and he can answer any question you ask, even the
really tricky ones. Then Bilal's granny suggests they go on the wildly popular TV
quiz show, What's What? Win the Lot! But what will happen if Bilal and Bumble
do win the lot...? A wonderfully bonkers and laugh-out loud funny story from
dream team Rosen and Ross.
Celebrated poet and critic Michael Rosen takes readers on a whirlwind tour
exploring what poems are, what they can do, and the joys of reading and writing
them. For thousands of years, people have been writing poetry. But what is
poetry? Award-winning wordsmith Michael Rosen has spent decades thinking
about that question, and in this helpful guide he shares his insights with humor,
knowledge, and appreciation -- appreciation for poetry and appreciation for
twenty-first-century children embarking on their own poetic journeys. Young
readers are invited to join him on a welcoming exploration of the British poetic
canon, replete with personal insights into what the renowned poet thinks about as
he writes and advice on writing their own poetry. When he's finished, readers will
be able to say with confidence: this is poetry. Included in this accessible
handbook are writing tips, analyses of classic poems, and an appendix of poets
and useful websites.
A brand-new creation from this hilarious collaboration between the famous poet
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and the exceptional illustrator! Elvie is desperate for a puppy that she can train
up to do amazing tricks. One day Mum went out to get the puppy. What?!!!
Really??? A puppy??? Yes!!! How brilliant is that????!!!! And she came back with
the puppy. What?!!! Really???? A puppy??? Well, actually, er...no. She came
back with... .....a fish. But Elvie, desperate to fulfill her dream of having a
performing pet, trains the fish. He can't sit, he won't bark on command, but he
does have a very special fishy talent all of his own.
A powerful poetry collection full of the drama, musicality and lyricism that Jackie
Kay is famed for. Exploring the themes of identity and age, this collection
includes poems about the old days and the new days, and the places associated
with an older generation, who often live dreamlike, isolated existences - not only
geographically, but also in the memory. Nature and the elements play a big role
too: trees, the moon, the sea, fire. Jackie Kay's style is one moment witty, the
next melancholic, or gently surreal - and in this brilliant reissued collection, her
poems are infused with warmth and colour: in particular, the colour RED.Perfect
for fans of The Gift by Carol Ann Duffy and Rob Ryan, this gorgeous new gift
edition is a must-have for any poetry fan.
A fresh step-by-step guide for identifying your nonprofit's planned giving
prospects and inspiring them to give generously Donor-Centered Planned Gift
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Marketing helps nonprofit organizations move beyond traditional marketing
techniques that have historically yielded only modest results and reveals how
putting the focus on the donor can produce the best outcomes for all. Here,
nonprofits new to gift planning will learn to market effectively from the start while
those with established programs will discover ways to enhance their efforts. You
will learn about various donor-centered marketing channels and techniques, as
well as how to generate internal support for an improved planned gift marketing
effort. Full of useful and proven tips you can implement for immediate results
Offers practical tools including forms and checklists Includes a worksheet to help
organizations calculate their planned giving potential Sharing the latest research
findings, this book shows you how to identify who your planned giving prospects
are. You will learn how to effectively focus on them through meaningful
communication that ultimately inspires them to give-and give more.
The third uproarious adventure from the comic pairing of Michael Rosen and
Neal Layton sees Malcolm and his awful Uncle Gobb return, each with a cunning
plot ... This time, there is a plot. That's the plot of the story. Or is it? The plot of
the story could also be that Uncle Gobb has an evil plot. And his plot is about a
plot. A plot of land. Are you following? Good! The plot of land is behind Malcolm's
school and it is where Uncle Gobb wants to set up his own rival Dread Shed
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School of Facts. Oh no! Malcolm is going to need to come up with his own plot to
stop Uncle Gobb's plot. So maybe that, in fact, is the actual plot of this story.
You'll just have to read this book to find out! A bonkers book about standing up
for yourself, from two crazily creative people. Sure to delight fans of Andy
Stanton and Tom Gates.
The day that David moved to Fivehills, The first thing he noticed was the kites.
Little kites, big kites Eagle kites, pig kites Golden Frog kites with car headlights
for eyes Mirror kites singing the sky back at itself... David knows that to fit in at
Fivehills, he needs a kite. But when he makes one, the other kids of the town
aren't too impressed. They say it needs this, then it needs that, then it needs
something else... soon David's kite doesn't feel like his any more. But David
remembers what his Grandpa said - "Let's see what we've already got. More
often than not, we'll find the answer inside" and learns that when you're happy
with yourself, friends will follow.
A joyful celebration of nature and the wonder of the world around us by legendary
poet and performer Benjamin Zephaniah, one of The Times' top 50 British postwar writers. At the bottom of my garden, there's a hedgehog and a frog, And a lot
of creepy-crawlies living underneath a log . . . All around us, from parks to
gardens and flowerpots to pavements, there's a world of wonder just waiting to
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be discovered. Why not look a little closer and see what you find? This joyful
celebration of nature reminds us all to take a closer look at the world around us,
and enjoy the wonder of nature wherever we find it. Packed with animals and
minibeasts galore, this imaginative rhyming text is perfect for reading aloud.
A collection of 32 illustrated metered rhyming poems, on topics of significance to
toddlers.
With a great deal of humour and honesty Polly Gillespie walks the reader through
some of the ups and downs of life, with advice, warnings, and stories simply
involving the awkwardness of being Polly. (She says that at the very least these
will make you feel normal.) She has been on radio and in magazines
continuously since 1991, and is a much-loved personality whose escapades and
down-to-earth advice to others have fascinated and entertained listeners for
many years. With empathy and self-deprecation, plus a world of experience, she
hopes to make you feel better about your own misadventures and by way of her
unfortunate experiments with life she might even prevent you from going through
some of the same things. If nothing else, you will get some great yarns from
someone who apparently has resilience and experience, but more likely bad
eyesight, an open mind, and a warm heart. Chapters include: Life Lessons; Being
a Woman; Our Bodies; Sex and men and sex; and Family. Hang on tight, it's
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going to be quite a ride!
YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA GET OFF, GET OFF, GET OFF! Well what would you
say if your brother kept whacking you with a spoon, or the spider made it all the
way up the toilet bowl or your mum made you wear that horrible shirt? Find out in
this fantastically funny collection of poems all about growing up from the brilliant
Michael Rosen, Children's Laureate 2007 - 2009.
Shreddies in my hair. I looked at Eddie. Eddie's looking at me. Big grin on his face. I knew he
had done it. Last week he put pepper in the raisins. The yucky things your borther does, the
annoying things your parents say, the funny things you feel. Michael Rosen knows all about
YOU! Look inside and see if he's spotted your deepest, darkest secrets. A much-loved classic
of family life from the brilliant Michael Rosen & Quentin Blake.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • This inspiring,
exquisitely observed memoir finds hope and beauty in the face of insurmountable odds as an
idealistic young neurosurgeon attempts to answer the question What makes a life worth living?
NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • People • NPR • The
Washington Post • Slate • Harper’s Bazaar • Time Out New York • Publishers Weekly •
BookPage Finalist for the PEN Center USA Literary Award in Creative Nonfiction and the
Books for a Better Life Award in Inspirational Memoir At the age of thirty-six, on the verge of
completing a decade’s worth of training as a neurosurgeon, Paul Kalanithi was diagnosed with
stage IV lung cancer. One day he was a doctor treating the dying, and the next he was a
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patient struggling to live. And just like that, the future he and his wife had imagined evaporated.
When Breath Becomes Air chronicles Kalanithi’s transformation from a naïve medical student
“possessed,” as he wrote, “by the question of what, given that all organisms die, makes a
virtuous and meaningful life” into a neurosurgeon at Stanford working in the brain, the most
critical place for human identity, and finally into a patient and new father confronting his own
mortality. What makes life worth living in the face of death? What do you do when the future,
no longer a ladder toward your goals in life, flattens out into a perpetual present? What does it
mean to have a child, to nurture a new life as another fades away? These are some of the
questions Kalanithi wrestles with in this profoundly moving, exquisitely observed memoir. Paul
Kalanithi died in March 2015, while working on this book, yet his words live on as a guide and
a gift to us all. “I began to realize that coming face to face with my own mortality, in a sense,
had changed nothing and everything,” he wrote. “Seven words from Samuel Beckett began to
repeat in my head: ‘I can’t go on. I’ll go on.’” When Breath Becomes Air is an unforgettable,
life-affirming reflection on the challenge of facing death and on the relationship between doctor
and patient, from a brilliant writer who became both.
A wonderfully exuberant yet poignant poetry collection from one of Britain's greatest children's
poets Michael Rosen. Here are tales of childhood, from the horrors of being late for school, to
making a raft, and going to a cafe, as well as poems to ponder - just think, how great would
Satnav trousers be! Touching, light-hearted and funny, Michael's poems will delight readers
young and old. Former Children's Laureate, Michael continuously promotes the need for
children's poetry in our education system, and this collection, first published in 2010, has
something for everyone.
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Former Children's Laureates Michael Rosen and Sir Quentin Blake join forces for a personal
and uniquely affecting collection of poems about migration. "What you leave behind Won't
leave your mind. But home is where you find it. Home is where you find it." Michael Rosen and
Sir Quentin Blake join forces for a landmark new collection, focusing on migration and
displacement. Michael's poems are divided into four: in the first series, he draws on his
childhood as part of a first-generation Polish family living in London; in the second, on his
perception of the War as a young boy; in the third, on his "missing" relatives and the
Holocaust; and in the fourth, and final, on global experiences of migration. By turns charming,
shocking and heart-breaking, this is an anthology with a story to tell and a powerful point to
make: "You can only do something now."
A collection of original and previously published poetry about school with plenty of true-to-life
detail for children to relate to.
Poetry for children at its very silliest! Let your imagination run riot and laughter fill your belly as
you explore traditional poems, rhymes with a twist, and subversive playground favourites in
this playful treasure chest of verse.
A unique resource on sleep medicine Written by contemporary experts from around the
world,Sleep: A Comprehensive Handbook covers the entirefield of sleep medicine. Taking a
novel approach, the text featuresboth syndrome- and patient-oriented coverage, making it
ideallysuited for both clinical use and academic study. Sleep: A Comprehensive Handbook
begins with abrief introduction to the basic science of sleep, from neurobiologyto physiologic
processes. This leads into sections offeringcomprehensive coverage of insomnia, sleep apnea,
narcolepsy,parasomnias, movement disorders, and much more. Sleep and relateddisorders
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are also discussed, followed by chapters onconsiderations for special patient groups. Special
materials forpractitioners include a sample interview and questionnaire as wellas a chapter on
operating and managing a sleep center. The textconcludes with discussions of sleep
assessment methods such aspolysomnography, actigraphy, and video EEG monitoring. With
full coverage of over 100 key topics in sleep medicine,Sleep: A Comprehensive Handbook
offers the mostpractical, thorough, yet handy resource available on adult andpediatric sleep
medicine. Praise from the reviews: "...no other publication in the field can begin to comparewith
the breadth or depth of the 'Handbook'...I cannot imagine afunctioning sleep disorders clinic
without at least one copy onstandby as a ready reference." PscyCRITIQUES "Sleep: A
Comprehensive Handbook is a first-ratetextbook with concise, up-to-date information covering
a wide rangeof subjects pertinent to the practice of sleep medicine."DOODY'S HEALTH
SERVICES
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